List of things that elections officials should keep in mind when planning/prepping for the November election:

❖ County Elections Website
  ➢ Does it clearly explain all of November’s changes?
  ➢ Is there information on accessible voting?
    ■ polling place/vote center accessibility?
    ■ availability of assistance/right to bring someone for help?
    ■ availability of accessible voting machines?
    ■ availability of curbside voting?
  ➢ is RAVBM easy to understand and access?
    ■ has its own dedicated heading/web page?
    ■ Dedicated page is easy to find on the website?
    ■ explanation of how to request/mark/print?
    ■ explanation of how (and deadline for) return?
    ■ explanation of who is eligible (AB 860 → all voters)?
    ■ DRC has a sample webpage
  ➢ VCA Counties: up-to-date information/minutes re: VAAC?
    ■ Virtually all counties with VAACs have outdated/missing info re: upcoming and past VAAC meetings. See JC’s website survey for more detail.

❖ PPE
  ➢ Does it impact/have a potential to impact accessibility?
    ■ plastic barriers
    ■ face-mask requirements/exceptions
    ■ Need to update poll worker training on available accommodations/modifications.

❖ Social/Physical Distancing
  ➢ How are social/physical distancing information communicated?
    ■ Blind voters and those with low vision will not be able to understand signs or floor markings.
Greeters should be available to provide in-line audible instructions, triage and provide accommodations.

➢ Chairs should be available for voters who need them.

❖ Education and Outreach

➢ VCA counties need to hold workshop for voter with disabilities and LEP voters

➢ Traditional counties:
  ■ Communicate changes to the public, what to do with VBM ballot if voting in-person etc.
  ■ Provide targeted outreaches to voters with various disabilities

➢ Consolidated/Super-consolidated counties:
  ■ Inform that Locations will be accessible
  ■ Provide locations to public and accept comments, especially regarding accessibility to and from accessible public transit stops